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straighten me. Indeed, the Messenger of God 

(God’s blessings upon him!) was taken away, 

while no single person from this community 

was claiming restitution from him for an injus- 

tice, a single whip stroke or less. Lo! I have  

a satan225 who possesses me. If I get angry, 

avoid me, [such that] I do not leave a mark on 

your hair and skins. … (one paragraph pious 

counsel) 

…   

6. FÁÔima bt. MuÎammad  
(MuÎammad’s daughter, ÝAlÐ’s wife, d. 11/632)226 

Type  religio-political speech; addressed to AbÙ Bakr and his assem-
bly of Companions; arguing for ÝAlÐ’s right to the caliphate and 
for her own right to inherit from the Prophet her father the lands 
of Fadak; delivered in 11/632. 

Features many QurÞÁnic quotations; archaic vocabulary; strong, rhythmic 
parallelism with short sentences and almost no sajÝ; profusion of 
camel imagery; some proverbs cited.  

[Praise of God, blessings on the Prophet]. “A 

messenger from among you came to you, [a 

man for whom] your suffering is painful; [one 

who is] concerned for you; for believers, [a 

" ĂČøã ?ÈEċĿÈAã EúľôCÌľìŁÿĽ¥ EþCû ĻõĆËÅ úó�¦· Âð÷
 ?éEąB�AÅ jĀû�}¦© úôČøã ?ÒEċĿÆA» Eú̀°CĀAã ¦û

úČC»AÅ " �úôC£¦©� AýEąBÁ Ċ©� āąÂĿ¸Ľ¯ āĆëĿÆEäĽ¯ Eý ë
úô÷¦·Å AýąÁ Ċ=üAã þE©¥ ¦A¿Ľ�ą.  

                                    
225  A literal (and negative) explanation of the word “shayÔÁn” is offered by most 

ShÐÝÐs. Ibn AbÐ al-ÍadÐd, a MuÝtazilite Sunni, interprets the “satan” metaphorically as 
“anger.” Ñafwat 1933 1:181, n. 2; after Ibn AbÐ al-ÍadÐd, SharÎ Nahj al-balÁgha. 

226  ÓayfÙr, BalÁghÁt al-nisÁÞ, 54-8. Two other, similar, versions of the same 
khuÔba are provided in ibid., 58-66. In those versions, FÁÔima cites the QurÞÁnic 
verse “And Solomon inherited from David” (16:27) in support of her right to inherit 
from MuÎammad. Cf. same khuÔba with variants in al-QÁÃÐ al-NuÝmÁn, SharÎ al-
akhbÁr, 3:35-40. 
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man who is] compassionate, merciful.”227—If 

you know him, you will find that he is my fa- 

ther, not yours; my cousin [ÝAlÐ]’s brother, not 

yours.228  

[The Messenger] delivered warning, publicly 

announcing his message, blocking the path of 

the polytheists, striking their backs, seizing 

their necks, crushing the idols, breaking crowns 

[of heads]—until he defeated them all and they 

[fled] showing their backs; night divested itself 

and gave way to morning, pure Truth gleamed 

forth, the leader of religion spoke, and the 

camel-frothings of the satans subsided. You 

were [then] at the lip of the precipice of Hell- 

fire, a draught for the drinker, an opportunity 

for the covetous, a thing easily grasped by the 

speedy, a trampling place for feet; you drank 

camel-urinated water and ate leaves; [you  

were] lowly, humbled, fearful that the people 

around you would swoop down on you.  

>Ĕ³¦û �¬÷¦ËÆ÷¦© ĺ¦ãCÁ¦Ó �«AÅ¥Ä:Ā÷¥ Ľæ_øAªĽë Ĉøã 
 ĺ¥ÄC¿� �EúĿĄĿ¸AªĽ Ć÷ ĺ¦©ĿÅ¦× �jóÆÐľ}¥ C¬A·AÅEÂAû
 Ĉ°» �ù¦~¥ B²ľôEĀAċą �ù¦ĀEÓď¥ BúCÐEĄAċ �EúĿĄCüŁàľôĿ©
 þã ľöEČ_ø÷¥ ć:ÆAäĽ¯ą �ÆB©8Â÷¥ ¥Ć_÷Aąą AâEüĽz¥ AùAÈAă
 AîĽÜĽÿą �ĂCØE¼Aû þã 8îĽ{¥ AÆĽìEËĽ�ą �ĂC¼EªBÓ

Û¦ČÐ÷¥ BîCÏ¦ðAÏ E®AËAÆA¿ą �þċÂ÷¥ BúČCãĽÇ �j
 Ľ¬ĽïŁÄAû �Å¦Ā÷¥ þû @«AÆŁìB» ¦ìAÏ Ĉøã ú°Āóą
 �ýĔE¸Aä÷¥ Ľ¬AÌEªĽïą �âCû¦Ü÷¥ A«AÈEĄĽÿą �§Å¦Ð÷¥
 ýĆ¯¦°ŁðĽ¯ą �íEÆ_Ü÷¥ ýĆ©AÆÐ¯ �ù¥Âïď¥ A¢CÛEĆûą
 BúľôĽì_ÜĽÀĽ°Aċ Eý� ýĆë¦r �jäÏ¦¿ ĺ¬_÷CÃĽ� �íAÅAĆ÷¥

úôC÷EĆA» þû BÉ¦Ā÷¥.  
  

                                    
227  QurÞÁn 9:128. 
228  Refers to MuÎammad’s pairing of ÝAlÐ with himself, when he paired  

his Companions in twos as “brothers.” Cf. al-QÁÃÐ al-NuÞmÁn, SharÎ al-akhbÁr, 
1:193-4. 
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Then God saved you through his Messenger,  

“after the small [calamity] and the big one,”229  

after [MuÎammad] was tried with [attacks by]  

brave warrior men, Bedouin wolf-bandits, and  

unbelieving people of the Book. Each time they 

kindled “a fire for battle, he extinguished it.”230  

[Whenever] a horn of error appeared, and a 

polytheist maw opened wide, he would throw 

his brother [ÝAlÐ] into its jaws—[ÝAlÐ] would 

not return until he had stamped on its ear with 

his soles, and dampened its blaze with his 

[sword] edge, toiling for God,231 being near to 

the Messenger of God, a leader among the 

friends of God. [All this,] while you were in 

ample circumstances, calm, secure. 

 Ă÷ĆËÆĿ© ľ7¥ úóĽÄĽðŁÿ�ë"�EĊC°_÷¥ą ¦:ČĽ°_ø÷¥ AÂEäA© " AÂEäA©ą
 C«AÁAÆAûą �§ÆAä÷¥ Ŀý¦©E�ľÃą �õ¦·Æ÷¥ ĿúAĄBªĿ© AĊCĀBû ¦û

ľó �§¦°ô÷¥ öă� ¥EĆAÐA» ¦ü_ø" Ŀ§Æ¼ø÷ ĺ¥Å¦ÿ
�¦ăĽ�ìŁÛĽ� " ?«ÆCç¦ë EAÆĽèĽëą �õĔ_Øø÷ ?ýEÆĽï AúA¸Ľÿą

 Ĕë �¦ĄC¯¥AĆAĄĽ÷ U ĂČ¿�Ŀ© AéĽÄĽï �jóÆÐ}¥ þû
 AÂCüŁÀBċą �ĂCÔBüE¿Ľ�Ŀ© ¦ĄA¿¦üCÓ Ľ�ĽÜAċ Ĉ°» B¢CìĽôEĀAċ 

 þCû ĺ¦ªċÆï �7¥ C¥Ã U ĺ¥ÁEąBÂŁôAû �ā=ÂA¼Ŀ© ¦ĄAªAĄĽ÷
=ČAË �7¥ õĆËÅ U ú°ÿ�ą �7¥ C�¦Č÷ą� U ĺ¥Â

ýEĆBĀCû� ýEĆBãCÁ¥Aą @¬AČCĀEĄĽøB©.  
  

Until, when God chose for His Prophet the 

abode of His prophets, the thorny tree of hy-

pocrisy appeared, the robe of religion de- 

cayed, the anger-suppressing one [ÝUmar? AbÙ 

Bakr?] belonging to the covetous evil-mongers 

spoke up, the obscure person [AbÙ Bakr] of the 

 EAÆAĄĽß �Ă£¦Čªÿ� AÅ¥Á ĂDČªĀ÷ ľ7¥ AÅ¦°¿¥ ¥Ã� Ĉ°»
 AîĽÜĽÿą �þEċ=Â÷¥ B§¦AªŁøĿ· ĽöAüAËą �í¦ì=Ā÷¥ ľ¬_øB¿

¿ ĽæAªĽÿą �þċĿą¦ĽèŁ÷¥ BúCß¦ó AÅAÂAăą �jøCëč¥ ľöCû¦
 AâĽøŁÛ�ą �úôC¯¦ÓAÆAã U AÆĽÜĽÀĽë �jøCÜEªľ}¥ BîEČCĀĽë
 �EúľôĿ© ĺ¦¿ĿÅ¦Ó �āĿÇAÆŁèAû þû ĂAË�Å Bý¦ÜČÐ÷¥
 ĂČë C«:ÆCèŁøC÷ą �jªČ¸°Ìû Ă£¦ãBÂC÷ úóAÂA·AĆĽë

                                    
229  Proverb, signifying all sorts of calamities. See its etiology in al-MaydÁnÐ, 

MajmaÝ al-amthÁl, 1:92, #440. 
230  QurÞÁn 5:64. 
231  Literally, “for the essence of God.” 
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transient ones emerged, the camel stallion of 

the error-mongers bellowed and wagged its 

tail232 in your courtyards. Satan raised his head 

from sleep, shrieking out at you, and he found 

you quick to answer his call and attentive to his 

deception; he aroused you and found you quick 

to rise; he toyed with you and found you easy 

to anger. So you branded [as your own] camels 

that were not yours, and brought them to drink 

at a watering hole that was not yours. This, 

when the age [of the Prophet] is still recent, the 

gash still vast, the wound not yet healed. 

 �ĺ¦ë¦ĽìC¿ úóAÂA·AĆĽë úôĽØAĄEĀĽ°EË¦ë �þEČCàC»ĔBû
AĆĽë �ŀ¦©¦ĽØCç úó¦ĽìŁ÷�ë úôAÐAüE·Ľ�ą AÆEČĽç Eúľ°EüAË

�Ŀ©øúôúôĿ©EÆCÏ Aiç ¦ăĆsEÁAÅEąĽ�ą � . BÂEĄAä÷¥ą ¥Äă
ŁöCûAÂEĀAċ Y B¹EÆľz¥ą �?¨Č»Å BúŁøĽô÷¥ą �?¨ċÆï.  

  

O haste! You claimed that [your assumption of 

leadership] was from fear of dissension. “Lo! 

Into dissension they have fallen, and Hellfire is 

all-encompassing for disbelievers!”233 May 

you be thrown far! Where is it that you are go- 

ing?! How you do lie!—when this, the Book of 

God, is before you, its warnings unmistakable, 

its proofs bright, its commands clear! Do you 

turn away from it in dislike? Or do you judge 

by another [book]? “O what an evil exchange 

 �¬Ā°ì÷¥ AéĆ¿ ú°EüAãĽÇ �ĿÅ¥AÂA©" C¬Ā°ì÷¥ U ē�
�þEċĿÆCë¦ĽôŁ÷¦Ŀ© Ļ¬ĽÜEČC¼BüĽ÷ Aú:ĀAĄA· :ý�ą ¥EĆľÜĽðAË "

 �ýĆľôCëE�ľ¯ Ĉ_ÿĽ�ą �EúľôĿ© Ĉ_ÿĽ�ą �úôEĀCû A¦ĄEČAĄĽë
 �Ļ¬AĀ=ČA© āBÆĿ·¥AąĽÇą �úóĿÆBĄŁßĽ� AþEČA© Ŀ7¥ B§¦°ó ¥Äăą

 BāBÂCă¥AĆAÏąĽē£Cį¥Aą āBÆCû¥Aą�ą �¬A¼ ĺ¬AªŁçAÅĽ� �¬A¼C×
 �ýĆBüľôE¼Ľ¯ āĿÆEČĽèĿ© Eù� �ýąÆĿ©EÂľ¯ ĂĀã" AÊŁ¤Ŀ© 

�ēAÂA© Aj}¦àø÷" " ĺ¦ĀEċCÁ ĿùĔËđ¥ Aiç ĿæĽ°EªAċ EþAûą
þċÆË¦|¥ AþCû C«Æ¿č¥ U Ćăą ĂĀû ĽöAªŁðBċ EþĽøĽë".  

                                    
232  I.e., being completely at ease. 
233  QurÞÁn 9:49. 
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the oppressors will obtain!”234 “Whosoever 

seeks a religion other than Islam, it will not be 

accepted from him, and he will be among the 

losers in the hereafter.”235 

You did not wait even for the boiling [of grief] 

to subside,236 “drinking in big gulps while hid- 

ing your true intentions, pretending to sip 

froth,”237 while we forbore your [misconduct, 

which was] like the slashing of a dagger. And 

now you claim that we have no inheritance. 

“Do you seek the judgments of the jÁhiliyya? 

Who is a more favorable judge than God, for 

those who possess conviction!”238 Woe [to 

you] O assembly of Emigrants! Am I to be 

stripped of my father’s inheritance?! Is it said 

in the Book that you inherit from your father, 

and I do not inherit from mine? “You have 

come up with a remarkable lie!”239 Take it 

then! Muzzled and saddled, it will meet you on 

the day of your resurrection. Then what a good 

 ¥EĆľ ÉċĿÆľ¯ EúĽ÷ :úľ³� _ē �¦Ąľ¯AÆŁèĽÿ AþľôEÌĽ¯ Eý� A²EċAÅ 
 BÆĿªEÔĽÿą �@�¦ĽèC¯EÅ¥ U ýą8ÆCÌľ¯ą ĺ¥ĆEÌA» AýEĆB©AÆEÐĽ¯
 Aýč¥ Bú°ÿ�ą �ćAÂBüŁ÷¥ =ÈA» ĿöŁ Ćû Ĉøã EúľôEĀCû

 �¦AĀĽ÷ A±EÅ� ē Eý� ýĆBüBãEÈĽ¯" C¬Čøă¦z¥ AúŁôB¼ĽëĽ�
Ŀ7¥ AþEû BþAÌE»Ľ� EþAûAą AýEĆľèEªĽ¯ ļùEĆĽðC÷ ĺ¦üŁôB» 

�ýEĆBĀCïEĆBċ "EįįċAąĺ¦Ą Ľ� �þċĿÆĿ·¦AĄľ}¥ AÆAÐEäAû  A±EÅ� 8ÈĽ°E©ľ�
 �EĊĿ©Ľ� B±ĿÅĽ� ēą Ľñ¦©� A±ĿÆĽ¯ Eý� Ŀ§¦°ô÷¥ UĽ� �EĊĿ©Ľ¥

"ĺ¦¤ČÏ A®¤· Âð÷ <ċ ĿÆĽë¦" ĺ¬AûEĆľÜŁÀAû ¦ĄĽôĽÿEąBÂĽë �
�ľ7¥ BúĽôĽ{¥ AúEäCĀĽë �ñĿÆEÐA» AùĆċ Ľñ¦ðŁøĽ¯ ĺ¬Ľ÷EĆB»EÆAû 

 AÂĀãą �ľ¬û¦Čð÷¥ BÂCãEĆĽ}¥ą �?Âü� BúČãÈ÷¥ą
 ą �ýĆøCÜEªľ}¥ BÆCÌŁÀAċ C¬Aã¦:Ì÷¥" 9ÆĽð°ÌBû @�AªĽÿ aöô÷

ýEĆBüĽøEäĽ¯ AéĆËą".  

                                    
234  Ibid., 18:50. 
235  Ibid., 3:85. 
236  I.e., after MuÎammadÞs death. 
237  Proverb, said of one who pretends one thing when he means another. Cf. 

Lane 1863 (r-gh-w). 
238  QurÞÁn 5:50. 
239  Ibid., 19:27. 
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judge will God be; the leader, MuÎammad; the 

meeting-time, the day of reckoning! At the 

Hour, the impostors will lose. “For each report 

there is an appointed time, and you will indeed 

know.”240 

7a.  ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib  
(MuÎammad’s successor according to Shi’a, 4th Sunni caliph,  
d. 40/661)241 

Type  sermon of pious counsel about this world and the hereafter, 
warning of the nearness of the Reckoning; perhaps part of a Fri- 
day khuÔba. 

Features  two-fold division, and taÝmÐm baÝda takhÒÐÒ; direct address in be-
ginning and throughout; short sentences; vivid physical im- 
agery; no sajÝ; short sentences, with slightly longer ones inter- 
spersed; prescriptive; some antithetical and syntactic parallelism 
in last few lines; emphatic structures. 

O people! The most fearful thing I fear for you 

is twofold: following your desires, and lengthy 

yearning. As for the following of desire, it stops 

[you] from Truth. And as for lengthy yearning, 

it makes [you] forget the hereafter. Lo! This 

world has turned away in speed, and nothing re- 

mains of it except for a residue like the residue 

in a vessel which a pourer has emptied. 

 úôČøã Bé¦A¿� ¦û AéAĆE¿� :ý� �É¦:Ā÷¥ ¦Ą8ċ�
öAûĽď¥ ľõEĆľÛą ćAĆĽ~¥ Bá¦Aªa¯¥ �ý¦Ľ°AĀŁ³¥ . Bá¦Aªa¯¥ ¦:û�ë

 ĿöAûĽď¥ ľõEĆľÛ ¦:û�ą �DîĽ{¥ ĿþAã 8ÂBÔAČĽë ćAĆĽ~¥
«ÆC¿č¥ ĊCÌEĀBČĽë .� A�¥_ÄA» E®_÷Aą EÂĽï ¦AČŁÿ8Â÷¥ :ý�ą ē
 ¦ĄĀû AîEªAċ EúĽøĽë�_ē  ¦Ą:ªĽÜEÓ¥ C�¦ÿđ¥ C¬©¦ªBÔĽó Ļ¬A©¦AªBÓ

¦Ą8©¦AÓ .E®ĽøAªŁï� Âï A«Æ¿č¥ Dý�ą ē� . ^öľôC÷ą
ýEĆBĀA© ¦ĄĀû . ¥ĆÿĆô¯ ēą «Æ¿č¥ C�¦Ā©� þû ¥ĆÿĆôë

:ý ë �¦ČÿÂ÷¥ C�¦Ā©� þûBîA¼ŁøBČAË @ÂĽ÷Aą _öó  Dûľ�©CįCĂ   AùĆċ
                                    

240  Ibid., 6:67. 
241  al-RaÃÐ, Nahj al-balÁgha, 116, #42; also in al-MinqarÐ, K. ÑiffÐn; al-MasÝÙdÐ, 

MurÙj al-dhahab. Cf. similar khuÔba in al-RaÃÐ, Nahj al-balÁgha, 93-5, #28; also in 
al-BÁqillÁnÐ, IÝjÁz al-QurÞÁn; al-JÁÎiÛ, al-BayÁn wa-l-tabyÐn; al-ÍarrÁnÐ, TuÎfat al-
ÝÙqÙl; Ibn ÝAbd Rabbih, al-ÝIqd al-farÐd. 
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